View Smart Windows Enclose NTT’s Newly Opened Silicon Valley Innovation Hub
September 22, 2021
MILPITAS, Calif., Sept. 22, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- View, Inc. (NASDAQ: VIEW) (“View”),
the leader in smart building technologies, today announced its smart windows have been
installed at NTT’s new innovation headquarters, the NTT OneVision Center, in Sunnyvale, CA,
which formally opened this week.

NTT OneVision Center

NTT, the global technology services leader, will utilize the building as a research hub and
coworking space for its partners and family companies. The property, developed and owned by
Hines, will be leveraged to expand NTT’s presence in Silicon Valley. View Smart Windows are a
key amenity that will help NTT attract and retain top-tier talent and provide a healthy, comfortable
workspace for employees.
View Smart Windows use artificial intelligence to automatically adjust in response to outdoor
conditions, increasing access to natural light and views of the outside while controlling
temperature and glare. The windows will deliver significant health benefits to NTT employees
and partners occupying the space. A recent study found that people working next to View Smart
Windows slept an average of 37 minutes longer per night, experienced half as many headaches,
and improved their cognitive function by 42 percent.

View Smart window installation at the NTT OneVision
Center in Sunnyvale, CA.

“With the NTT OneVision Center, we set out to design a world-class hub that will foster innovation and collaboration as we expand our footprint in
Silicon Valley,” notes Kazuhiro Gomi, President and CEO of NTT Research. “We chose View because their smart windows enable us to create a
sustainable, healthy work environment that facilitates employee wellbeing and productivity.”
View Smart Windows have been shown to reduce building energy consumption from lighting and HVAC by up to 20%, helping the LEED Platinum
building achieve a NetZero rating. In addition, by eliminating glare, View Smart Windows also increase the amount of usable floor space, enabling NTT
employees to work comfortably right next to windows throughout the day.
“View is on a mission to transform buildings into smart, connected environments that improve human health and address climate change,” adds Dr.
Rao Mulpuri, Chairman and CEO of View. “NTT is a global leader in the Internet of Things and we are thrilled to help them showcase how smart
buildings can improve employee wellbeing and enhance environmental sustainability.”
Nelson Worldwide served as the architect for the building. Construction was executed by TEAMWRKX Construction.
About View
View is the leader in smart building technologies that transform buildings to improve human health and experience, reduce energy consumption and
carbon emissions, and generate additional revenue for building owners. View Smart Windows use artificial intelligence to automatically adjust in
response to the sun, eliminating the need for blinds and increasing access to natural light. Every View installation includes a cloud-connected smart
building platform that can easily be extended to improve indoor cellular coverage, enhance building security and reimagine the occupant experience.
View is installed and designed into more than 92 million square feet of buildings including offices, hospitals, airports, educational facilities, hotels and
multi-family residences. For more information, please visit: www.view.com.
About NTT Research
NTT Research opened its offices in July 2019 as a new Silicon Valley startup to conduct basic research and advance technologies that promote
positive change for humankind. Currently, three labs are housed at NTT Research facilities in Sunnyvale: the Physics and Informatics (PHI) Lab, the
Cryptography and Information Security (CIS) Lab, and the Medical and Health Informatics (MEI) Lab. The organization aims to upgrade reality in three
areas: 1) quantum information, neuroscience and photonics; 2) cryptographic and information security; and 3) medical and health informatics. NTT
Research is part of NTT, a global technology and business solutions provider with an annual R&D budget of $3.6 billion. Learn more at https://nttresearch.com
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A photo accompanying this announcement is available at https://www.globenewswire.com/NewsRoom/AttachmentNg/8c7d457d-0afa-46da9977-4c98108b829c

